
2012 New Year Resolutions

Insurance & Risk Management

"The road to hell is paved with good
intentions."

~ Attributed to Samuel Johnson, John Ray and Saint
Bernard of Clairvaux

2011 was a challenging year for many business owners and will be one of the most costly for insurers
due to natural catastrophes. Losses for the first half of 2011 alone totaled more than $70 billion.
Insurers are reeling from New Zealand and Japan earthquakes, floods in Thailand and a series of tornado
and weather-related losses in the United States. With weather and financial uncertainties foremost in
our minds, the need to stay focused on risk and what it can mean to your company is becoming
increasingly imperative.

Total Cost of Risk (TCoR) is a method that calculates your organization’s total cost of self-retained losses,
insurance premiums and risk program administration expenses. Your organization’s TCoR is a useful
metric to evaluate and monitor risk because premiums and loss costs are expected to climb in 2012
mainly due to the 2011 catastrophes. Don’t let the New Year catch you unprepared.

Here are our suggestions for your 2012 insurance and risk management “to-do” list:

1. Understand and evaluate your historical TCoR. Commit to reducing it by at least 10 percent for
2012, rather than trying to manage a potential increase.

2. Take a more “macro” view of risk. Stop thinking of it as simply purchasing insurance. Strategic
risk management is becoming a well-recognized process that identifies and manages overall
risks to your company, some through insurance purchasing, and some through other risk
financing and risk management techniques.

3. Examine your contract exposures. Gone are the days that a handshake or a one-page document
is enough to protect your organization from liability. Who is allowed to bind your company to an
indemnity? Review the contractual risk management process in your company to limit risk
exposures.

4. Conduct a Risk Management Review. Invite an unbiased, independent third party to help you.
They can review your company’s risk exposures, insurance coverage, claims management and
other risk management best practices that you currently utilize. They can also suggest programs
you could implement to lower your TCoR.

5. Read your policies. Invite your broker in to explain the terms and provisions of each and every
insurance policy, especially all the exclusions. What coverages are you missing? Are all your
entities covered and preferably specifically listed on the policies? What exposures are you self-
insuring, either deliberately or accidentally by omission? What new and evolving legal trends
could threaten your organization?

6. Reevaluate your property values and insurance valuations. Inaccurate property valuations,
misstated business income values and inadequate property limits that trigger coinsurance



clauses are the leading causes of insurance disputes. Make sure your location values are
correctly stated and the insurance you buy will respond as you think it should.

7. Align thy interests. Review all your insurance provider relationships and be certain they align
with the effort and results that are best for your company. Introduce measurable Key
Performance Indicators that demonstrate clear results, for example, the delivery of policies
within 90 days, certificates issued in 24 hours, etc.

8. Address supply chain risk. Your supply chain risk is critical to your business continuity. Examine
the stability of your direct and downstream suppliers, even secondary and tertiary level risk. I
provided a good roadmap for this in my 2011 article, Supply Chain Risk: Hidden Exposures for
Your Company.

9. Improve your Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) and safety procedures to
avoid costly claims and penalties from regulatory organizations like OSHA.

10. Hold quarterly meetings with your insurance providers. Discuss the services they can offer you,
since you already pay for some of those in your premiums. Discuss open claims, your renewal
strategies, and how you can build your relationship. As the insurance market hardens and
premiums inch up, carriers will lean favorably toward companies where they have strong
relationships.

Risk management is more than simply purchasing insurance. By taking a proactive approach to risk
management in 2012, your company can stay ahead of any cost or coverage-reduction changes made by
insurers and brokers. Insurance and risk management must become an integral part of your company’s
culture and be actively managed like any other critical business process.

Wishing everyone a magnificent 2012! If we can offer any assistance to your company, feel free to
contact me.
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